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Abstract

Trying to solve the problem of over-dependence over human teachers, Intelligent
Tutoring Systems (ITS) build their architectures on various types of domain knowl-
edge structures. One such structure, which can be easily generated from semantical
lecture notes and slides, is a theory graph, encoding the dependency relation be-
tween the knowledge concepts presented in courses.

In this paper, I introduce the use of such a domain knowledge structure in the design
of a Student Model required by an ITS. The goal of this component is to estimate
a level of student knowledge mastery - karma - for each concept introduced in a
course. Sources of evidences for this inference are exercises, quizzes and exams
solved by students, their relation to the domain knowledge, their difficulty and the
obtained scores. Estimation is done by directly updating the karma of concepts
which are trained in exercises, as well as indirectly, by using propagation of karma
on the dependency graph. In this research, I inspect the data, design a karma infer-
ence heuristic and an evaluation method for it. After obtaining positive results in
the evaluation of the heuristic method, I implement the propagation system and a
tool to visualize karma on the theory graph.
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1 Introduction

Education is probably the most important process in the development of a society,
assuring that the knowledge wealth of humanity is transmitted from one genera-
tion to another. For this, people established learning institutions - schools - where
education takes place under the guidance of humans. While the learning process is
undoubtedly impossible without the intuition of human teachers, the academic staff
of schools is expensive and some of its tasks can be better handled or supported by
computers.

Although a lot of the current teaching happens in traditional classrooms, it is well
known that, in most of the fields, private tutoring is more efficient than classroom
teaching. In one of his papers [Blo84], Bloom found that the average one-to-one tu-
tored student performed above 98% of the students taught in a traditional 30 people
class. The comparison was made in Probability and Cartography classes and the
learning period was the same in both types of instruction - private and classroom.
As Bloom stated at that time, one-to-one tutoring is too expensive for societies to
implement on a large scale, and this is still true these days. However, personalized
tutoring, matching student’s needs, as the one offered by one-to-one instruction,
can become available with the help of computers, which can complement human
teachers’ duties. For such a system to be able to instruct the student in the personal-
ized learning process, it needs to have a semantic representation of the knowledge
taught in the given course, as well as a representation of the abilities of the student.
This type of system was introduced by Hartley & Sleeman [HS73], who called it
an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS).

An ITS is a software which is using Artificial Intelligence techniques to offer a tutor
which has knowledge about the subject it has to teach, knowledge about the student
who is taught and is able to combine it and infer teaching instructions personalized
to the learner. In [Nwa90], an overview of Intelligent Tutoring Systems, the general
consensus about the architecture of an ITS is presented:

1. The domain model (also known as the expert knowledge model) tries to give
a representation of the internal semantic structure of the knowledge base of
the course. However, good such representations can be built for only some
types of academic disciplines, mostly STEM1, where the knowledge can be
highly formalized.

2. The student model (also known as the learner model) is the main component
of an ITS, storing and updating cognitive information about the learner. It is
a type of user model, but concerned only with the developing knowledge and
skills of students. It uses different sources of information, such as exercises
with solutions, as evidence of competency. These evidences are then used
to estimate the mastery of concepts in the domain model. For reasons that I

1Academic disciplines of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
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will describe at the end of this section, I will denote this mastery of a concept
by karma and define it as the level of proficiency of the student in the given
concept.

3. The tutoring model combines the information from the domain and student
model and defines tutoring actions for the learner.

4. The user interface is the component establishing the interaction between the
learner and the system. It builds a bridge between the system’s internal rep-
resentation of information and the interface that the student can understand.

The goal of this thesis is to take an innovative domain model and use it to build a
new student model for a general first-year introduction to computer science course
(GenCS [Genb] ). This learner model collects evidences from different sources of
the course management system, interprets them, and infers per concept karma for
each student.

As explained earlier, the main reason for gathering this per concept karma is to of-
fer a detailed representation of the needs of the student to the tutoring module. The
student and the ITS would know the weaknesses and strengths in different concepts
and would be able to take more educated choices of the level of the next exercises,
the concepts and their prerequisites that should be explored in more depth, etc. In
addition to this, there are a couple of other benefits which make finding out karma
for each concept even more valuable:

• Fairer evaluation of students’ performance: if the human teacher has access
to the detailed karma of each student, the grade assignment will become
more informed and less biased;

• Improvement of the course forum content: the karma of students building or
up/down-voting the content in these forums should influence the final rating
of the content; such a system would make high-quality posts more visible
and the learning experience of students using the forum would be improved;
this idea, as well as the name of the mastery level - karma - are used to
implement current social publication systems, such as Slashdot [Sla] and
StackExchange [Sta] and can be adapted to learning related content;

• Game Mechanics: empowering users to have more weight in the rating of
content of the course forum will make them feel more empowered and thus
more eager to produce good quality content;
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2 State of the Art

2.1 Intelligent Tutoring Systems

Although expensive to develop, many Intelligent Tutoring Systems have been built
in the last 30 years, advancing the research which tries to solve the problem of
over-dependency of students over human teachers.

An important development in ITS research was LISPITS [AC92], which presented
a practical implementation of an ITS architecture since 1983 which managed to
show very encouraging effects in increasing students’ performance. It was de-
signed as an Intelligent Tutoring System for computer science students learning the
LISP programming language. By identifying mistakes and confusions and provid-
ing the feedback to students, it managed to improve the exam results and decrease
the time of solving exercises.

A more recent ITS implementation, focusing on teaching Mathematics, is Active-
Math [MS04]. It is a web-based system, giving the student the relative freedom of
navigating through the concepts of the course.

In the field of Physics, a quite popular Intelligent Tutoring System is Andes [VvdSSG10].
It is designed to complement teaching by being the homework component of an in-
troductory physics course and allowing students to solve problems in almost any
valid way.

2.2 Learner Models

Each of the previously mentioned Intelligent Tutoring Systems are designed to have
some type of student model as their central component. In [BM07], Brusilovsky
& Millan give a good overview of user knowledge models that are the basis of the
learner models used in ITS.

The first and simplest form of knowledge model is the scalar model, estimating
the mastery of the entire domain knowledge by a single value. One current exam-
ple of a system which models the user knowledge in this way is StackExchange
[Sta], where the mastery of a user is stored in only one variable, called karma.
The drawback of such systems is their low precision, as they are not taking into
consideration the fact that a user can have good skills in some part of the domain
knowledge and poor ones in another.

For preventing the shortcomings of the scalar model, most of the user models uti-
lize the structural model, which assumes that the ”body of the domain knowledge
can be divided into certain independent fragments” [BM07]. The most popular
form of structural knowledge model is the overlay model, representing an indi-
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vidual user’s knowledge as a subset of the domain model. This overlay model
represents the current state of the art in learner modeling.

Many different types of student models are built on this knowledge structures.
Some of them use Bayesian Networks to predict mastery [DG06], while others
use Item Response Theory [FM08].

3 Preliminaries

In this section, I describe the systems and the data that I build the domain model
and student model on. Most of the work that I present here has been done in the
KWARC [KWA] group in its knowledge representation research.

3.1 OMDoc

The OMDoc [Koh06] (Open Mathematical Documents) format is a ”content markup
scheme for (collections of) mathematical documents”, currently at its Version 1.2.
Its focus is on representing the mathematical structures and the relations between
them, abstracting away from the presentational view. As designed by its creator,
OMDoc uses three levels of the document structure:

• Object Level - where Content-MathML[ABC+14] or OpenMath[AvLS98]
standards are used to represent mathematical formulae structures, as well as
references to previously defined resources;

• Statement Level - where OMDoc offers functionality for representing the
structure of mathematical statements (axioms, definitions, theorems, etc.),
as well as contextual information;

• Theory Level - where OMDoc provides mark-up infrastructure for group-
ing statements into theories and establishing relations between theories via
morphisms; the benefit of this architecture is avoiding duplication of infor-
mation;

3.2 Semantic TEX

Although OMDoc is a very good representation of the knowledge base of a STEM
course, writing OMDoc directly is usually a difficult task. Currently, most of the
mathematical documents are written using LATEX, which is focusing mostly on the
presentational component of the document. In order to also encode the seman-
tic structure of mathematical documents, Kohlhase developed the STEX [Koh08]
(semantic TEX) format. It is based on the idea of macros, which are TEX com-
mand sequences representing mathematical objects and their presentation. STEX
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groups these semantic macros definitions \symdef into modules and uses the
\importmhmodule and \usemhmodule directives to establish inheritance re-
lations between modules. This relation enables the use of semantic macros that are
defined in parent modules also in the child modules, improving knowledge reuse.

Thus, apart from being converted into their PDF representations, semantic TEX
documents can also generate their OMDoc representations. The tool that converts
LATEX to various types of XML is called LATEXML [Mil] and it is an open source
program that achieves the task of generating OMDoc representation from STEX
documents.

3.3 Theory Graphs

Having presented the markup scheme for the structure of mathematical documents
[Koh06], as well as a system of generating such a structure when writing the docu-
ments [Koh08] [Mil], a more thorough explanation of the semantics of the knowl-
edge represented in OMDoc should be given.

With some small adjustments, OMDoc becomes the document format for MMT
[RK13], a Module system for Mathematical Theories. MMT is based on the con-
cept of mathematical theories and theory graphs and represents a logic-independent
framework for mathematical knowledge.

In [Koh14], theory graphs defined as in [RK13] are used to structure a digital math-
ematical library. As the task of structuring the content of the GenCS course deals
with a similar type of knowledge, I follow the same notions definitions:

Theory graphs are composed of two types of entities:

• theories, representing the nodes of the graph, are groups of symbols denoting
indivisible mathematical objects and axioms stating the assumptions that the
theory makes about them;

• theory morphisms, representing the edges, are mappings from symbols in
the source theory to expressions in the target theory, such that all axioms are
mapped to theorems in the target theory;

Figure 1 shows two theories from Chapter 3 of the GenCS [Genb] course notes:
the theory of unary natural numbers and the theory of addition of unary natural
numbers.

Via Inheritance, duplication of representations can be avoided. The inclusion mor-
phism, symbolized by the arrow←↩, copies all symbols and axioms from the source
theory UNN to the target theory ADD. Note that the ADD theory is able to define
⊕ with the help of the o and s rules even though it does not define them.
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Figure 1: Two theories (UNN and ADD ) and an inheritance relation

Although there are other theory graph notions that are needed to structure math-
ematics, such as views, the ones that I presented so far are the only ones that are
applied in the knowledge structure of courses.

3.4 Dependency Graphs

Given that the notes/slides of a course are written in STEX format, the data that I
am interested in is the name of the theories (the name of the STEX modules), to
use as nodes identifiers, and the inclusion morphisms (the \importmhmodule
and \usemhmodule directives), to use as edges between the nodes of the graph.
Listing 1 and Listing 2 are two STEX files illustrating the semantic information that
complements the usual TEX format.

Listing 1: File dmath/en/add.tex

\ b e g i n {module } [ i d =add ]
\ importmhmodule [ p a t h =dmath / en / unn ]{ unn}
. . .

\ end{module}

Listing 2: File dmath/en/mul.tex

\ b e g i n {module } [ i d =mul ]
\ importmhmodule [ p a t h =dmath / en / unn ]{ unn}
\ importmhmodule [ p a t h =dmath / en / add ]{ add}
. . .

\ end{module}

In essence, each node will represent a concept of the course, and each directed
edge will represent a prerequisite relation between two concepts. I will call this
DAG (directed acyclic graph) a dependency graph.

Figure 2 shows the dependency graph corresponding to Listing 1 and 2. Note
that the direction of the edge in a dependency graph is opposite to the direction
of the inclusion edge from the theory graph. In order to introduce the addition of
UNN, one has to first introduce the theory of UNN. Similarly, in order to introduce
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Figure 2: The dependency graph generated by Listing 1 and Listing 2

the multiplication of UNN, one has to first introduce the theory of UNN and the
addition of UNN. An example of the dependency graph for the first semester of the
GenCS course, posted at [Dep], is also attached as Appendix A to this document.

4 Research, Approach and Results

4.1 Data Acquisition

The main motivation behind choosing GenCS [Genb] as the experiment course of
this research is that its resources (notes, slides and exercises) have been written
in STEX, offering, after some levels of processing, the valuable dependency graph,
which can be used as the Domain Knowledge of the course.

In addition to this, a Student Model has to extract cognitive information about the
learner, and GenCS is storing most of this information electronically in JGrader
[JGr], a homework, quizzes and exams management system at Jacobs University
Bremen.

4.1.1 MathHub Repositories

As mentioned earlier, the resources of the GenCS course (notes, slides and exer-
cise) are written in STEX. They are authored and edited in an offline workflow of
the MathHub.info system [IJKW]. MathHub.info is ”a development environment
for active mathematical documents and an archive for flexiformal mathematics”,
where content can be accessed in an online, web-based interacting workflow, and
offline, via GitLab [Git] repositories.
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In the case of GenCS, the resources of the course are organized in three MathHub
repositories:

1. GenCS/ - contains the slides and course notes; it is public [Gena] and it
contains the source of all the STEX files defining the presentation and the se-
mantics of all the concepts introduced in the course; each file usually defines
one module (theory), which in turn imports other defined modules that are
needed;

2. GenCS-problems/ - contains the sources of all the STEX files defining
each problem authored by the instructor and the teacher assistants over the
last 12 years; almost every problem contains in its source file several im-
ports of modules (concepts) defined in the GenCS/ repository; they are im-
ported because the statement or the solution of the problem requires them;
this repository is private and was accessed only for the purpose of this re-
search;

3. GenCS-course/ - structured by academic semesters, contains the 12 ver-
sions of the assignments, quizzes and exams of GenCS 1 (offered in Fall)
and its continuation, GenCS 2 (offered in Spring); the statements of the ex-
ercises are already authored in GenCS-problems/, so the STEX files in
GenCS-course/ only contain references to these problems, which are im-
ported with the \includemhproblem directive; this repository is private
and was accessed only for the purpose of this research;

4.1.2 JGrader

As denoted by its name, JGrader is a grading management system for courses at
Jacobs University Bremen. Students upload solutions to their assignments, and in-
structors and teaching assistants grade them. For GenCS, JGrader stores students’
scores in their assignments since 2007-spring until 2014-fall.

For homework assignments in GenCS, each problem has its own grade. Quizzes are
short, usually containing only two problems, and scores for individual problems are
not saved, JGrader storing only the total grade of the quiz. Exams contain around
10 problems each, but unfortunately JGrader is storing only the final grade of the
exam.

The nature of this data is private. The instructor of the course anonymized it and
offered access only for the purpose of this research. It is structured in a CSV for-
mat, obtained as the result of an SQL SELECT query over 3 tables of the database
of the JGrader system.
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4.1.3 Spreadsheets

Three spreadsheets, containing score results for 6 exams in a total of 3 semesters
were also provided by the instructor of the course in an anonymized format. Each
exercise in each exam has a grade, therefore I can use the data in the same manner
as the homework assignments data in JGrader.

However, as both sources of data (JGrader and the Spreadsheets) were anonymized
separately, the user IDs for each source are different and there is no mapping be-
tween them.

4.2 Data Processing

The first part of this project is to process the data presented in subsection 4.1 in
order to construct the Domain Knowledge and a querying system to facilitate the
creation of the Student Model.

4.2.1 Parsing

Although possible by parsing the STEX files, obtaining the Dependency Graph from
the GenCS/ MathHub repository can also be done using some of the preliminary
work done in KWARC. Offering an abstraction over the tools presented in 3.1, 3.2
and 3.3, lmh [lmh] is a command-line utility which, among others, can generate
OMDoc files. Using the MMT API on these files, the theory graph of the GenCS
course can be extracted and queried.

This generated Dependency Graph contains all the concepts presented in both
GenCS 1 and GenCS 2. For reasons that will be mentioned later in this thesis,
I am also interested in obtaining its subgraph containing the concepts taught only
in the first semester. For this purpose, I recursively parse the TEX files which hierar-
chically construct the structure of the lecture notes and slides for GenCS 1 using the
\mhinputref directive, as well as the usual module importers \importmhmodule
and \usemhmodule.

For processing user grades from JGrader and spreadsheets, I am parsing the files
and process each entry one by one.

4.2.2 Mapping and Data Filtering

To map mhmodules to nodes in the dependency graph, automatic conversion be-
tween each module specified in directives and its equivalent MathHub URI is done.
For instance, the MathHub URI corresponding to the unary terms concept is
http://mathhub.info/MiKoMH/GenCS/dmath/en/unary-term.omdoc?unary-term.
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On the other hand, not all data can be mapped automatically. Although JGrader
contains a task for each problem given in the GenCS assignments, a manual map-
ping has to be done to obtain the correspondence between each JGrader task and
the .tex file in the GenCS-problems/ repository containing its statement. The
same mapping task applies similarly to the data obtained from the spreadsheets
with the scores from the exams.

Authored by humans, each problem source file is prone to referencing errors. Some
of the required modules are not included, while some of the references point to non-
existing modules. I eliminate these wrong references and remove the problems that
do not include any theory anymore.

4.2.3 Database Schemas and Data Structures

In order to facilitate better organization and faster extraction of the data, I insert the
filtered data in a relational database management system. Having no client-server
interaction in my experiments, I use a serverless, zero-configuration SQL database,
namely SQLite [sql]. For avoiding storing and querying duplicated bits of data, the
following table instances are created:

• tasks (495 entries) - containing each problem for which scores are pro-
vided; several metadata is stored for each of the tasks: task ID, task type,
time offered, sheet number, problem number and the maximum number of
points that can be obtained;

• theories (1313 entries) - containing correspondences between task IDs
and MathHub URIs of the theories that are included in the semantic TEX
files;

• scores (21621 entries) - containing the grades obtained by each user in
each task;

• karma (3621 entries) - containing karma values for each user, in each the-
ory, at different points in time of the 2014-fall semester;

The dependency graph, on the other hand, contains a smaller amount of informa-
tion for the two semesters (478 theories (nodes) and 620 dependencies (edges)
structured in adjacency lists) and can be stored in a .txt file and parsed every
time the scripts are run. An embedding of this entire dependency graph, a little
difficult to visualize, is attached as Appendix B to this document.
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Figure 3:

4.3 Heuristic

4.3.1 Motivation and Idea

Along the entire period of a semester, a student’s understanding of the notions
presented in a course changes continuously.

Diverse sources of knowledge affect this understanding concomitantly: attending
lectures, reading the slides, notes, recommended material, solving homework as-
signments, quizzes, participating in classmates discussions, etc. At this moment, a
student model is impossible to capture all the user’s sources of knowledge and, in
the case of GenCS, it can extract levels of mastery only from exercises in home-
work assignments, quizzes and, sometimes, exams.

Although the concepts that are trained directly by a specific problem are known
(the theories extracted from the STEX files), their karma should not be set only by
these direct evidences. Theories are strongly related to each other through prereq-
uisite (dependency) relations, and directly training one of them should also reflect
understanding improvement in its prerequisites, prerequisites of prerequisites, and
so on. Karma updating of concepts only through evidences of direct training is
also restricted by the small number of such evidences. One cannot test the mas-
tery of students in each concept at every point of time, and the following situation,
illustrated in Figure 3, can occur:

After grading of Problem 2.4, which directly trains Concept C, the
student obtains a score of 20%, setting it as its karma value. After-
wards, the system has access to different scores for different exercises,
but none of them train Concept C directly. After grading of Problem
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Figure 4:

5.2, which directly trains Concept A, the Student Model updates the
karma value of Concept A to 90%. At some point in time between
the two assignments, the student might have understood the confusing
material in Concept C through sources that were not detected by the
student model, so scoring 90% in problem 5.2 can be possible. What
is odd is that the student proved good mastery of Concept A, which
requires the understanding of Concept C, where the karma value is
still low.

This is a valid scenario in the data and illustrates how screenshots of students un-
derstanding can be taken only in some few occasions and on very restricted concept
areas. The weakness of the karma model presented in the previous scenario lies in
not leveraging the dependency relations in the domain knowledge and it can be
fixed by building a propagation model of karma on the edges of the dependency
graph.

The idea of the propagation model of this research is based on the assumption that
in order for a student to master a concept, he/she has to necessarily understand
all its transitive prerequisite concepts (the direct prerequisite concepts and their
transitive prerequisites).

For example, in the dependency graph illustrated in Figure 4, the transitive prereq-
uisites of B are D, E and F . If a student wants to understand concept A, he/she
has to first understand concepts B, C, D, E and F .

With this assumption in mind, I create the heuristic that, at each point of time, the
karma of a given concept has to be smaller or equal than the karma of each of
its transitive prerequisites.

12



4.3.2 Evaluation

An important step in this research is the validation of the heuristic that is created.

One way of doing this would be to implement it in the propagation model, run
it on the given data and evaluate the karma values that are obtained. However,
this involves knowing the true karma value for each of the concepts in the domain
knowledge, possibly by testing users’ mastery separately in each concept, which is
practically almost impossible given that GenCS counts 478 theories. Using exam
data to find the real karma is problematic, as problems usually require knowledge
of multiple concepts, so individual karma values cannot be found.

Another way of validating the designed heuristic, which I am using in this work, is
to check if it is confirmed directly on the given data, before using it in the propa-
gation system. This requires the following choices:

• Compare karma values of concepts and its prerequisites in the same slices
of time, as the heuristic does. These slices of time contain, in GenCS, the
exercises on the same assignment sheet or the exercises on the same exam,
for which the same state of the user’s knowledge can be assumed.

• In each of these time slices, look for pairs of problems A and B for which
A is a subproblem of B (A is a subproblem of B if at least one concept
trained by problem A is a proper transitive prerequisite of at least one con-
cept trained by B and each of the other theories trained by A are non-proper
transitive prerequisites of at least one theory trained by B).

• If we show that for these pairs, (A,B), where A is a subproblem of B, we
have that students score better in A than in B, then the chosen heuristic is
valid.

4.3.3 Results

I analyze the data obtained as described in the previous section using 2 types of
statistical tests. In both of them, I look at the pairs of scores for all the users in all
the found problem pairs.

First, I count the number of score pairs for which the subproblem has a higher
or equal grade than the problem. These will be the score pairs that validate the
heuristic. I will then divide these numbers by the total number of score pairs,
obtaining the percentage of pairs for which the heuristic is confirmed.

Secondly, I use a paired t-test to compare the means of the scores for the sub-
problem and for the problem, respectively. The mean of the difference between
the subproblem and the problem is in both cases positive, which means that the
scores in the subproblems are higher than or equal to the ones in the problem. The
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smaller the p-value, which ranges from 0 to 1, the higher the statistical significance
of the difference. However, high p-values do not imply there is no association in
the scores, but rather that the association is small compared to what could be the
association occurring by chance.

Exam Exam
Number of Problem Pairs 39 207

Number of Scores to Compare 1332 8995
# of pairs confirming the heuristic / total # of pairs 0.741 0.849

Paired t-test - p-value 0.09569 0.8919

Table 1: Results Statistics

The first statistical test 1 shows that the heuristic is supported in a significant per-
centage of problem pairs. The second one also confirms the heuristic, by resulting
in a mean of differences between the scores which is greater than 0. However,
mainly because of the many scores that are equal in the problem pairs, the statisti-
cal significance of the result is low.

4.4 Karma Propagation

Having confirmed the validity of the designed heuristic, I can now implement it
in the karma propagation system. In order to preserve the state of the karma in-
troduced by the heuristic, the propagation system has to maintain, at each point in
time, the property that no concept has a karma value higher than any karma value
of its transitive prerequisites.

This property can be maintained by the propagation model if, for every score ob-
tained in a problem, all the transitive non-proper prerequisites of that problem up-
date their karma values to the maximum between the new score and each of their
previous karma values, respectively. In pseudocode:

Listing 3: karma propagate() function

f u n c t i o n k a r m a p r o p a g a t e ( problem , t ime ) :
s = g e t s c o r e ( problem , t ime )
f o r c o n c e p t i n a l l p r e r e q u i s i t e s ( problem ) :

i f ( karma [ c o n c e p t ] < s c o r e ) :
karma [ c o n c e p t ] = s c o r e

For GenCS, only the scores obtained in quizzes and homework tasks can be used
to infer karma in the student model at this moment. As mentioned earlier in Sec-
tion 4.1, only a few of the semesters contain associated data of the scores in the
problems of the exams, and the user IDs are also not mapped to the user IDs from
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JGrader, making the use of the exam data impossible to use in the current learner
model.

Additional data which has not been extracted until this moment and is required
by the student model is the time when the quizzes and homework assignments
were completed. In order to process these evidences correctly, their order has
to be taken into consideration, as it would be if the system ran online. This in-
formation can potentially be extracted automatically from the STEX files found in
GenCS-course/, but because of possible formatting errors, I extracted these
dates manually and mapped each quiz and homework to one of the 13 weeks of the
course.

The results are stored in a table of the SQLite database, which records every change
in the karma of each theory, for each user. The simulation is done on the 2014-fall
semester, where the times of the quizzes and assignments were extracted manually.

4.5 Karma Visualization

Research has shown [DBM89] that humans can process visualizations of data sig-
nificantly faster than other representation formats, like textual or numerical. Dur-
ing the work of this project, a proper visualization of the Dependency Graph and
Karma has been one of the most important tools that helped the advancement of
the research.

There are several benefits that come with humans’ faster processing of data using
visualization:

• Research in Student Models - improves spotting of possible drawbacks of
heuristics and their propagation systems; helps detecting patterns in data;

• Research in Tutoring Models - helps researchers build new ways of leverag-
ing the student model into the creation of personalized tutors;

• Current Education System - helps instructors and teacher assistants spot gaps
in students’ understanding; this is also applicable for students themselves,
who can get new intuitions about their understandings;

The visualization tool created for the purpose of this research is using Graphviz
[gra], an open source graph visualization software. It is an extensive project, avail-
able on different platforms, with many configurations that can be set and an active
community supporting it, making it the best option for the purpose of my use case.
I use Python to generate the .dot files that specify the configuration of the graphs
to be drawn. GraphViz processes these files and generates the drawings of the
graphs.

As I am trying to represent three dimensions (the embedding of the graph (two) and
karma (one) ) in a 2D image, one of the dimensions of my visualization (karma)
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has to be constructed using colors. I am therefore using a heat map conversion
from karma values ranging between 0 and 100 to a color ranging from blue to red.
An example of the generated graphs along the 12 weeks of GenCS 1, for a random
user, is also attached as Appendix C to this document.

Different observations can be immediately made on this visualization:

• Some concepts have the value of their karma equal to 0, even at the end of
the semester. This is most probably caused by non submission of the last
assignment, which is usually a bonus assignment.

• At the end of the semester, concepts are either blue or red, which can be
interpreted as an extreme case (karma values being 0 or 100). This can be
caused by the probably too strong assumption that karma in prerequisite con-
cepts has to be higher than karma in the given concept for all the concepts
in the graph. This heuristic is valid in the data in approximately 80 % of the
cases, while in the proposed propagation system, it is valid in 100 % of the
cases.

5 Conclusions

For their major importance in providing more effective education, Intelligent Tu-
toring System currently represent an essential research area in Computer Science
and Cognitive Sciences.

In this research, I have introduced the use of Theory Graphs as the Domain Knowl-
edge structure of an ITS. By automatically extracting semantics from the already
existing resources of an introductory Computer Science course and using them
to construct the first two components of an ITS (the Domain Knowledge and the
Student Model), my work has shown the benefits of writing semantics in STEM
documents.

I have shown the occurrence of a pattern on the student and course data that was
extracted and organized according to this type of Domain Knowledge, and used
it to design a propagation system on the Prerequisite Graph structure. Building
a visualization tool for the new Student Model concluded my work by offering a
more easily to process data format.
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